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Introduction

At EPIC India's virtual conference held on July 22, 2022, 
with the theme "Advancing Environmental Innovations 
in India," a distinguished panel of business leaders 
discussed important topics like air pollution, 
low-carbon growth, innovations, and India's climate 
commitments. The event was hosted in partnership 
with ETEnergy World.

Over 18 speakers and 350 participants from all over Over 18 speakers and 350 participants from all over 
the country attended the event, including top 
academics, think-tank representatives, non-profits, 
businesses, and public sector groups.

Panel discussions and concentrated sessions on Panel discussions and concentrated sessions on 
projects led by our speakers made up the 
conference's panel talks, which revolved around the 
topics of air pollution, carbon growth, India's 
commitments, and the nation's achievements to date.

“At EPIC, we released the Air 
Quality Life Index report. The 
report revealed that if India were to 
meet the WHO air quality 
standards, the population will live 
about five years longer on an 
average,” said Sidhartha Vermani of 
EPIC India.EPIC India.

He also said that air pollution was a 
national challenge and a silent killer, 
and there was an opportunity to 
solve it.

“There is a common vested 
interest to find innovative 
solutions that can address India’s 
most significant environmental 
challenges, and this conference 
is an opportunity to learn from 
all the experts,” 
he added.he added.
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Welcome Address
The welcome address was given by Sidhartha 
Vermani - Executive Director, EPIC India. This was 
followed by a chief guest address by Montek Singh 
Ahluwalia - former deputy chairperson, Planning 
Commission of India and Distinguished Fellow, Centre 
for Social and Economic Progress.



CHIEF GUEST

MONTEK
SINGH

AHLUWALIA
Former deputy 

chairperson, Planning 
Commission of India 
and distinguished 

fellow, Centre for Social 
and Economic Progress 

(CSEP)

Chief Guest Address
Montek Singh Ahluwalia - former deputy chairperson, Montek Singh Ahluwalia - former deputy chairperson, 
Planning Commission of India and distinguished 
fellow, Centre for Social and Economic Progress 
(CSEP), in his chief guest address, shared insights 
from his working paper titled ‘Managing Climate 
Change- A strategy for India’.

He said that India would need about seven percent of He said that India would need about seven percent of 
growth rate over a couple of decades to achieve its 
energy transition goals.

“To achieve the energy transition, “To achieve the energy transition, 
which is necessary to minimize the 
adverse effects of climate change and 
to make it possible to have 
sustainable growth, we need the 
growth rate of seven percent or so 
over a couple of decades,” he said.

He added that we need to electrify wherever possible He added that we need to electrify wherever possible 
such as using electricity in place of petrol and diesel 
in transportation.

Mr Ahluwalia further said that the electrification of 
‘end-use’ is not enough, hence the essence of energy 
transmission is to completely shift to renewable 
electricity within the power sector itself.

Special Address
At the virtual event, the acting deputy mission director for USAID India,
John Smith-Sreen, presented a special speech highlighting USAID's dedication 
to working on climate concerns including reducing particulate matter and climate 
challenges in India. He stressed the significance of minimizing particulate matter 
and greenhouse gases as we advance with economic growth to protect the air 
quality for our children, cities, and the world.
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FIRST PANEL DISCUSSION

The first
panel discussion was on

Air Pollution - Air Pollution - 
Current Scenario: 
What we are doing 
well and what we 
could do better

It was moderated by It was moderated by Anant 
Sudarshan, South Asia 

Director, Energy Policy Institute 
at the University of Chicago. 
Other speakers included 
Yamini Aiyar, President – 
Centre for Policy Research; 

Gaurav Gogoi,Gaurav Gogoi, MP, Lok Sabha 
and deputy leader of 

Congress party and Anumita 
Roychowdhury, Executive 
Director Research and 

Advocacy – Centre for Science 
and Environment.

Anumita Roychowdhury

Ms. Roychowdhury said that when it comes to air 
pollution, there is not much conversation around the 
strategies because of lobby pressure and the 
Opposition.

“We are not able to garner adequate public “We are not able to garner adequate public 
support to push for those solutions. Keeping 
in mind that solutions are no longer so 
simple as doing what we did decades ago. 
Now the solutions are also a lot more 
complicated. With the sophistication of the 
technology, the policy design, the regulatory 
design, the new generation policy changes design, the new generation policy changes 
are very hard to understand. That is why I 
think we have to see the second generation 
challenge that we face today going forward,” 
she said.

The action has to be target-oriented, which is 
verifiable, measurable, and with deeper 
understanding of what needs to be done. The 
knowledge and science and even more progressive 
policies that we are beginning to see in India today 
are not percolating down to becoming the business 
models of a department in big and small cities.

“We realize that there is a disconnect… Even if you “We realize that there is a disconnect… Even if you 
give them the fund if they don't understand what 
needs to be done,” she added.
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Yamini Aiyer

Ms. Aiyer said new government schemes, commissions and grand 
announcements don’t matter if one doesn’t do the hard work of understanding 
the complexity of the challenge, and then thinking about the kinds of institutions 
needed to be built to respond to that challenge.

“One thing that we certainly do know about the problem of air “One thing that we certainly do know about the problem of air 
pollution in India today based on the science is that it is not a 
city specific problem. It is a problem that cuts across cities 
and rural areas. So it cuts across all kinds of administrative 
imaginations and administrative boundaries that we place 
and requires an inter-city interspatial response,” she added.

She said that a coordinated response as opposed to a siloed response is crucial She said that a coordinated response as opposed to a siloed response is crucial 
and has everything to do with planning, agriculture, industry, and urban 
transportation.

“In some senses, it poses a very unique challenge because “In some senses, it poses a very unique challenge because 
bureaucracy is designed to operate on the basis of silos. 
That's the nature of it. It's a global problem, whereas a 
challenge like air pollution requires all parts of the 
bureaucracy to find ways of interacting with one another. 
Each sector has a very deeply vested challenge of its own to 
try and resolve,” Aiyer added.

She said that we don't have an institutional architecture that is able to break the She said that we don't have an institutional architecture that is able to break the 
silos in any government and Indian governance and bureaucracy is even more 
siloed.

“The challenge of air pollution presents a wicked challenge of governance and it 
is the perfect storm of all the governance infirmities that confront Indian 
governance across all sectors that come together in this context,” she added.

Gaurav Gogoi

Mr. Gogoi said that the government needs to be nudged in a positive direction to 
reinforce certain positive behaviors.

He mentioned that the government overcame its design problems when it came 
to COVID management or election processes which are streamlined across 
cities, districts, towns, and villages.

“The government has shown its ability to come up with a “The government has shown its ability to come up with a 
government approach to look at multiple departments to have 
a very consistent solution. So I think the importance of linking 
air pollution with health is something that I felt was extremely 
important,” he said.

The role of air pollution with the health of citizens is the second-most important The role of air pollution with the health of citizens is the second-most important 
contributor to disease, and therefore it should be right up in the top five health 
based issues which any state government should take on priority.
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SESSION - I
PROJECT SPOTLIGHTS

Over the last few years, several organizations and 
individuals have made significant strides in 
addressing air pollution in India by introducing 
innovative policies. In order to address the ambitious 
projects that are working to resolve the air pollution 
problems in India, we organized this exclusive 
spotlight session on ‘Air Pollution,’ discussing 
solution-oriented research papers and case studies solution-oriented research papers and case studies 
on the environmental and public health cost of 
climate change. 

The session commenced with a presentation on ‘Can 
conditional transfers reduce crop residue burning?,’ 
by Namrata Kala, Assistant Professor - Applied 
Economics group, MIT Sloan. While sharing insights 
on the topic, she explained that given the enormous 
environmental and public health cost of residue 
burning, payment for ecosystem services and other 
policies are quite warranted in reducing the problem.policies are quite warranted in reducing the problem.

This was followed by another presentation on ‘Clean 
Air Project in India: A plan to reduce air pollution in 4 
Indian cities,’ by R R Rashmi, Distinguished Fellow 
and Programme Director, Earth Science and 
Climate Change, TERI. During his presentation, 
Rashmi shared his crucial insights on how we can 
reduce air pollution with short-term and long-term 
city-specific measures, including air quality city-specific measures, including air quality 
monitoring, graded action plans, management of 
municipal dry waste, air quality modeling, emission 
inventorisation, and impact assessment. 

Adding further, Adding further, Sachchida Nand Tripathi - HAG 
Professor, IIT Kanpur gave a presentation on ‘How 
low-cost sensors can be a game changer,’ wherein 
he explained the functioning of air quality monitoring 
using BlueSky low-cost sensors. He also shared the 
idea of creating an ecosystem where industries and 
institutions can work together to develop both 
hardware and create new open source data and hardware and create new open source data and 
machine learning models that can be used to 
disseminate this data so that people can understand 
the adverse effect and make decisions accordingly. 

The session concluded with the significance of 
creating the air quality management commission in 
preventing India’s air pollution. Moreover, it 
encouraged industries and institutions to work 
together to prevent all those factors contributing to 
overall air pollution. 
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SECOND PANEL DISCUSSION

The second
panel discussion was on

Low Carbon Growth: Low Carbon Growth: 
Discussing India’s 

climate commitments, 
and tracing our 
progress till date

The session was moderated by 
Swati DsouzaSwati Dsouza, India Lead 
Analyst and Coordinator, 

International Energy Agency. 
Other speakers included
Naina Lal Kidwai, India 
Sanitation Coalition,

Seema AroraSeema Arora of Confederation 
of Indian Industry, and EPIC’s 
Director Michael Greenstone, 
who discussed India’s climate 

commitments and the
progress made.

Seema Arora

“I believe that India is really on track to “I believe that India is really on track to 
meet its commitments, especially the 
commitments that have been put by India 
under the NDCs. We have had specific 
focus in this year's budget on areas such 
as renewable energy to catalyze the 
domestic manufacturing of high efficiency 
modules. A huge allocation has been modules. A huge allocation has been 
made using the PLI scheme, and this 
would ensure that we achieve the 
ambitious target of 280 GW installed 
solar capacity by 2030,” said Arora.

She added that MNRE has also allocated a huge 
amount of money for the solar energy sector, including 
both grid interactive and off grid projects.

“The government has launched the 
National Hydrogen Mission and this 
would aim to make India a green would aim to make India a green 
hydrogen hub, which would drastically 
reduce our carbon footprint… Even 
though we continue to grow, if you're able 
to green our fuel supply by getting more 
green hydrogen into the system, we will 
be able to reduce our carbon footprint,” 
she said.she said.
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Arora further said that she sees a huge push in the transport sector 
decarbonizing and that NITI Aayog’s recently released draft policy on battery 
swapping would improve the efficiency in the EV ecosystem.

“From the corporate side also we see a huge amount of “From the corporate side also we see a huge amount of 
commitment to actions such as net zero, GHG emissions and 
signing up to science-based targets. Some of them have also 
got their targets validated internationally. So we do see a lot of 
momentum. And I think we are on track to meet the 
commitments that India has made,” she added.

Naina Lal Kidwai

On industry playing a large role in the decarbonization process, Kidwai said that On industry playing a large role in the decarbonization process, Kidwai said that 
from an Indian perspective, before Glasgow we didn't have a huge commitment 
from industry in the renewables area.

“What we need from companies is innovation in terms of lower “What we need from companies is innovation in terms of lower 
carbon footprints and more energy efficiency, and more 
recycling of scarce materials like water. So by widening the 
definition of how we look at a sustainable future, which is not 
just a renewable story for the country I think that is where the 
focus needs to be,” she said.

Kidwai added that many companies were signing up to net zero, but many of Kidwai added that many companies were signing up to net zero, but many of 
those targets look very soft. She said that the global companies were now 
beginning to understand that their skepticism around net zero targets are in the 
zone of science base targeting.

“We are seeing investors, shareholders, stakeholders
requiring companies that are more enlightened and are going
into this in a very effective way. The process and
measurement of ensuring that targets are being achieved onmeasurement of ensuring that targets are being achieved on
an annual basis in terms of the net zero signups are indeed
also happening which widens it beyond the renewables, only
to these other facets of being responsible, sustainable, and
indeed, contributing to this journey,” said Kidwai.
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Michael Greenstone

On developing the world's first empirically derived estimate of the social 
cost of carbon, Greenstone said that the key thing about climate change is 
going to happen in the future and projections have to be made on what the 
damages will be.

“The social cost of carbon is the estimate of the damages “The social cost of carbon is the estimate of the damages 
associated with the release of an additional tonne of 
CO2… As my research suggests it is about $200 per 
tonne that means that for every tonne of CO2 that we 
mitigate we are doing about $200 worth of benefits for our 
future generations. This can be useful as it gives a bright 
line on the kinds of policies the government can undertake 
that would be beneficial,” he said.that would be beneficial,” he said.

Greenstone added that anything that costs $100 per tonne for abating CO2, 
we now know that is a desirable policy because it is going to produce $200 
of benefits and only costs $100. Therefore, the social cost of carbon is a 
number that helps define that bright line between policies that are desirable 
and policies that are undesirable.

He also highlighted in contrast that expensive policies which might cost He also highlighted in contrast that expensive policies which might cost 
$500 per tonne of CO2 abated would be much less desirable, if the social 
cost of carbon is $200, because it costs more than the benefits they are 
producing.
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Several countries including China have adopted Several countries including China have adopted 
large-scale carbon markets to meet their climate 
objectives, setting a global benchmark. Trade regimes 
also provide well-known examples of market-braced 
climate regulations in developing economies. India’s low 
carbon growth trajectory needs solutions that are a mix of 
flexibility, cost-efficiency, and long-term predictability, 
crucial to driving effective climate action.crucial to driving effective climate action.

In order to address some of the ambitious projects 
working towards decarbonization in India, the conference 
hosted a session on ‘Low Carbon Growth’, wherein 
leading industry veterans came together to present their 
research and initiatives on how India’s journey toward low 
carbon growth can be accelerated with innovations.

The session started with a presentation on ‘Market-based 
regulation, and their role in achieving India’s climate 
commitments,’ by Anant Sudarshan, South Asia 
Director, Energy Policy Institute - University of 
Chicago, wherein he spoke about Gujarat taking the lead 
by introducing India’s first pilot Emissions Trading Scheme 
to tackle local air pollution.

This was followed by another presentation on ‘Policy This was followed by another presentation on ‘Policy 
drivers of renewable energy expansion in India,’ by Dr. 
Abi Vanak - Incharge Director of the Centre for Policy 
Design (CPD), ATREE, wherein he shared insights on 
how India’s several million hectares of agricultural land 
can be used in citing renewable energy, benefiting both 
the society and the farmers.

Adding further, Adding further, Abinash Mohanty - Programme Lead, 
CEEW gave a presentation on ‘Mapping India's Climate 
vulnerability.’ During his presentation, he explained the 
significance of understanding the purpose of all 
technological innovations that are being made to create a 
sustainable future.

This was followed by a presentation on ‘Decarbonising This was followed by a presentation on ‘Decarbonising 
Hard to Abate Sectors of the Economy,’ by Anish De - 
Global Sector Lead, Power & Utilities, KPMG India. 
While sharing insights on the topic, he explained the 
importance of the carbon optimization framework while 
sharing insights on India’s innovative hub.

The session provided not just a critical analysis of the The session provided not just a critical analysis of the 
issues obscuring India’s low-carbon pathway but also 
examples of practical approaches that can motivate 
legislative change.

SESSION - II
PROJECT SPOTLIGHTS
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MEET OUR EMINENT SPEAKERS

SIDHARTHA
VERMANI

Sidhartha Vermani is the Executive Director of EPIC-India. He is a general 
manager with more than 25 years of experience straddling the private 
sector consumer businesses, and global not-for-profits. In his previous 
stint, he was the founding member of Smart Power India, a Rockefeller 
Foundation subsidiary, where he instituted private-sector engagements 
and investments in the Indian solar microgrid market. Sidhartha’s 
research has evaluated the Indian government’s electrification program 
and the economics of solar microgrid technology. His ongoing research and the economics of solar microgrid technology. His ongoing research 
is in energy access, about the interplay between consumer behavior and 
public policy in the diffusion of energy technologies.

MONTEK SINGH 
AHLUWALIA

Montek Singh Ahluwalia is the Former Deputy Chairperson, Planning 
Commission of India and Distinguished Fellow, Centre for Social and 
Economic Progress (CSEP). He served as Deputy Chairman of the Planning 
Commission of India from July 2004 till May 2014. Mr. Ahluwalia has been a 
key figure in India’s economic reforms from the mid-1980s onwards and was 
awarded the prestigious “Padma Vibhushan” by the President of India in 
2011 for his outstanding contribution to economic policy and public service.

JOHN 
SMITH-SREEN

John Smith-Sreen is currently serving as Acting Deputy Mission Director, 
USAID India. Until recently, John served as the director of Indo-pacific 
office, Economic Growth office, Director in Bangladesh and as Deputy 
Mission Director in Karachi, Pakistan. A member of the Senior Foreign 
Service, John joined USAID in 2000 and has now served in several 
missions including India, Jordan, Afghanistan, Sri Lanka, Kenya/East 
Africa, Pakistan & Bangladesh.

ANANT 
SUDARSHAN

Anant Sudarshan is the Executive Director (South Asia) for the Energy 
Policy Institute at the University of Chicago. He is also a Senior Research 
Associate at the Department of Economics, University of Chicago. Prior to 
working at EPIC, Anant was the Giorgio Ruffolo Post-doctoral Fellow in the 
Sustainability Science Program at Harvard University’s Kennedy School of 
Government. Anant works at the intersection of environmental economics 
and engineering and his present work includes collaboration with India’s 
Ministry for Environment and Forests to design and evaluate a pilot Ministry for Environment and Forests to design and evaluate a pilot 
emissions trading program to regulate industrial air pollution.
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GAURAV
GOGOI

Gaurav Gogoi is serving his second term as an MP in the current 17th Lok 
Sabha. He serves as the Deputy Leader of the Congress Party and is a 
Member of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Finance, the Joint 
Committee on Biological Diversity (Amendment) Bill, 2021, and the 
Committee on Government Assurances. He was also a member of the 
Joint Committee on Personal Data Protection Bill, 2019. Mr Gogoi is a 
passionate advocate for environmental causes, which is reflected in his 
Convenorship of the Members of Parliament Group for Clean Air.Convenorship of the Members of Parliament Group for Clean Air.

YAMINI
AIYAR

Yamini Aiyar is the President and Chief Executive of the Centre for Policy 
Research. In 2008, she founded the Accountability Initiative at CPR, which is 
credited with pioneering one of India’s largest expenditure-tracking surveys 
for elementary education. Her research interests span the fields of public 
finance, social policy, state capacity, federalism, governance, and the study 
of contemporary politics in India. She has published widely in academic 
publications and the popular press and writes regularly on current affairs and 
policy matters in mainstream Indian newspapers.policy matters in mainstream Indian newspapers.

ANUMITA ROY 
CHOWDHURY

Anumita Roychowdhury is Executive Director, Research and Advocacy, 
at Centre for Science and Environment. She has had a distinguished 
career in research and advocacy on sustainable urbanization, 
encompassing clean air action, clean and low carbon mobility and 
sustainable habitat to address the growing public health and climate 
crisis. She has worked extensively to build the campaign on Right to 
Clean Air that has catalyzed several developments. She has also played 
a strong international role in contributing to urban air quality management a strong international role in contributing to urban air quality management 
strategies and participated in national and international committees and 
organizations.

NAMRATA
KALA

Namrata Kala is an Assistant Professor in Applied Economics at the MIT 
Sloan School of Management. She is an economist with research interests 
in environmental and development economics. Her current research 
projects include studying how firms and households learn about and 
adapt to environmental change and regulation, the returns to 
environmental technologies, and the returns to worker training and 
incentives. She received her PhD in environmental economics from the 
School of Forestry and Environmental Studies at Yale.School of Forestry and Environmental Studies at Yale.

RAJANI RANJAN
RASHMI

Shri Rajani Ranjan Rashmi is an officer of Indian Administrative Service 
(1983) batch. He retired as Chief Secretary, Government of Manipur in 
2018. Currently, he is a Distinguished Fellow in the Centre for Global 
Environmental Research in TERI where he works on areas relating to 
climate change, mitigation and adaptation strategies, carbon markets, 
and related issues. He was India's principal negotiator for climate change 
negotiations under the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change for 
several years and was part of climate change policymaking in India in the several years and was part of climate change policymaking in India in the 
run-up to and after the Paris Agreement.
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SACHIDANAND 
TRIPATHI

Dr. Sachchida Nand Tripathi is a Higher Administrative Grade (Senior) 
Professor of Civil Engineering at IIT Kanpur. He is the recipient of Shanti 
Swarup Bhatnagar Award and the J C Bose National Fellowship. Prof. 
Tripathi holds the Arjun Dev Joneja Chair at IIT Kanpur. He was a Senior 
Fellow at NASA Goddard Space Flight Centre. He has made impactful
contributions to addressing the challenges of Air Pollution and Climate contributions to addressing the challenges of Air Pollution and Climate 
Change. Prof Tripathi has built ground-breaking innovative approaches for 
indigenously built low-cost sensor-based network technologies for 
nation-wide urban air quality monitoring and Real Time Source 
Apportionment (RTSA).

SWATI
DSOUZA

Swati Dsouza is an energy analyst having over eight years of energy 
sector experience focused on challenges to the fossil fuel transition in 
emerging economies. She is also associated with the IEA as the India 
lead analyst and coordinator Her research lies at the intersection of 
energy transition and climate policy. Previously, Swati created and led the 
climate programme at National Foundation for India (NFI) with a focus on 
rural and marginalized communities. She led a study that examined the 
extent of coal dependency across coal mining, transport, power, iron and extent of coal dependency across coal mining, transport, power, iron and 
steel, and brick sectors, at the national level and in the states of 
Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh, and Odisha.

NAINA LAL 
KIDWAI

Naina Lal Kidwai is an Indian banker, chartered accountant and business 
executive. Currently, she holds the position of Chair, India Sanitation 
Coalition. She was formerly a Group General Manager and the Country 
Head of HSBC India. She is also a former President of the Federation of 
Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FICCI). For her 
praiseworthy work, Kidwai has also secured many accolades. Kidwai has 
secured the distinguished Padma Shri award for her contributions in the 
areas of trade and industry.areas of trade and industry.

SEEMA
ARORA

Seema Arora is the Deputy Director General, CII. She is the Principal 
Counsellor and Head, CII-ITC Centre of Excellence for Sustainable 
Development. Ms. Arora catalyzed the establishment of the Environmental 
Management Division in CII and then transformed the activities of the 
Division into the Centre of Excellence for Sustainable Development. She 
is involved with the Planning Commission of Government of India to 
develop a low carbon growth strategy for India, with the Ministry of 
Corporate Affairs, Government of India in defining the framework for Corporate Affairs, Government of India in defining the framework for 
measuring and rewarding the sustainability performance of corporates.
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MICHAEL 
GREENSTONE

Michael Greenstone is the Milton Friedman Distinguished Service Professor 
in Economics, the College and the Harris School, as well as the Director of 
the Becker Friedman Institute and the interdisciplinary Energy Policy Institute 
at the University of Chicago. He previously served as the Chief Economist for 
President Obama’s Council of Economic Advisers, where he co-led the 
development of the United States Government’s social cost of carbon. 
Greenstone’s research, which has influenced policy globally, is largely 
focused on uncovering the benefits and costs of environmental quality and focused on uncovering the benefits and costs of environmental quality and 
society’s energy choices. His current work is particularly focused on testing 
innovative ways to increase energy access and improve the efficiency of 
environmental regulations around the world.

 

ABI
VANAK

Abi Vanak is currently the in-charge Director of the Centre for Policy 
Design (CPD), ATREE. His broad interests are in animal movement 
ecology, disease ecology, OneHealth, savanna ecosystems, invasive 
species (both plant and animal) and wildlife in human-dominated 
systems. Much of his current work focuses on the outcome of interactions 
between species at the interface of humans, domestic animals and 
wildlife in semi-arid savannas and agro-ecosystems. Model systems 
range from free-ranging domestic dogs in cities and villages, range from free-ranging domestic dogs in cities and villages, 
mesocarnivores in an agri-savanna matrix to African savanna elephants, 
and impacts of Prosopis juliflora.

ABINASH
MOHANTY

Abinash Mohanty is a Programme Lead in the Risks and Adaptation team 
at The Council. He is involved in designing decision-making toolkits for 
effective policy-making around the intricacies of climate change risks, 
sustainability and environment resources management. His work focuses 
on climate change risk assessment and adaptation solutions for 
concerned stakeholders. He has developed evidence-based policy 
research frameworks on climate change impacts and risk assessment 
and has extensively worked on water management and climate change and has extensively worked on water management and climate change 
financing. He is also a reviewer of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change’s sixth assessment report (AR6): Impacts, Adaptation and 
Vulnerability.

ANISH DE

Anish De is KPMG’s Global Sector - Energy & Natural Resources. He has 
over 25 years of experience in energy sector consulting. As a renowned 
power sector expert, Anish has undertaken pioneering work in sector reform 
and restructuring, designing sectorial policy and regulatory framework; 
commercial and financial advisory, among others. Anish has extensively 
contributed to India’s power sector reforms and his recommendations 
became the basis of the formulation of the National Electricity Policy, Tariff 
Policy and Competitive Bidding Guidelines for power procurement, etc. He Policy and Competitive Bidding Guidelines for power procurement, etc. He 
has also been a member of several key government task forces and 
committees on clean energy.
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A
G
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A

10:30 - 10:40

Welcome Address by
Sidhartha Vermani - Executive Director, EPIC India

10:40 - 11:00

Chief Guest Address by 
Montek Singh Ahluwalia - Former Deputy Chairperson, Planning Commission 
of India and Distinguished Fellow, Centre for Social and Economic Progress 
(CSEP)

11:00 - 11:10

Special Address by 
John Smith-Sreen - Acting Deputy Mission Director, USAID India

11:10 - 12:10

Panel Discussion on
Air Pollution-Current Scenario: What we are doing well and 
what we could do better

Moderator:
Anant Sudarshan - South Asia 
Director, Energy Policy Institute at 
the University of Chicago

Panelists:
Gaurav Gogoi - Congress MP, Lok 
Sabha

Yamini Aiyar - President & Chief 
Executive, Centre for Policy Research

Anumita Roy ChowdhuryAnumita Roy Chowdhury - 
Executive Director Research And 
Advocacy, Centre for Science and 
Environment"

12:10 - 12:50

Project Spotlights Session - 1
Can conditional transfers reduce crop residue burning? by
Namrata Kala - Assistant Professor in the Applied Economics group , MIT Sloan
Clean Air Project in India: A plan to reduce air pollution in 4 Indian cities by
R R Rashmi - Distinguished Fellow and Programme Director, Earth Science 
and Climate Change, TERI

How low cost sensors can be a game changer byHow low cost sensors can be a game changer by
Sachchida Nand Tripathi - HAG Professor, IIT Kanpur"

12:50 - 13:50

Panel Discussion on
Low Carbon Growth: Discussing India’s climate commitments, 
and tracing our progress till date

Moderator:
Swati Dsouza - India Lead Analyst 
and Coordinator, International 
Energy Agency

Panelists:
Naina Lal Kidwai - Chair, India 
Sanitation Coalition

Seema Arora - Deputy Director 
General, Confederation of Indian 
Industry
Michael GreenstoneMichael Greenstone - Director, 
Energy Policy Institute at the 
University of Chicago
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15:00

Closing Remarks by ET

13:50 - 15:00

Project Spotlights Session - 1
Market-based regulation, and their role in achieving India’s climate 
commitments by
Anant Sudarshan - South Asia Director, Energy Policy Institute at the University 
of Chicago

Policy drivers of renewable energy expansion in India by 
DDr. Abi Vanak - Incharge Director of the Centre for Policy Design (CPD), ATREE
Mapping India's Climate vulnerability by 
Abinash Mohanty - Programme Lead, CEEW
Decarbonising Hard to Abate Sectors of the Economy by 
Anish De - Global Sector Lead, Power & Utilities, KPMG India
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